


 
Annexure-I 

Discussion & Few Suggestions on the  problem faced by SSS personnel 
owing to high attrition at entry level of JSOs ( earlier were called Statistical 
Investigator Grade -I  and later Assistant Superintending Officers in NSSO 
(FOD): 
 
Discussion on the origin of the issue: 
 

1. It is the foremost and main domain of Ministry of Statistics & PI, to 
conduct the Socio-Economic Surveys, every periodically, by way of 
rounds, for which the manpower (JSOs) in NSSO (FOD) is utilised. 

2. Such Surveys are based on vibrant Statistical methodologies for its 
Design, Selection of samples, Survey, Scrutiny and submission of reports 
on different topics to enable ultimate user. 

3. The Survey is conducted in Urban and remote rural representative 
samples. 

4. For this JSOs are utilised and also for different other surveys like Urban 
Frame Survey (UFS), Consumer price Index ( CPI Urban ) and Rural Price 
Collection also done by them. 

5. Such kind of work nature involves extensive tour to far flung remote 
rural areas, all the months of a year. 

6. Now a day’s fresh applicants applying for the Combined Graduate level 
Examination conducted by SSC, possess the other skills like computer 
operations, diversified qualifications along with acquiring the requisite 
qualification for the post of Statistical Investigator Grade –I, as specified 
in the advertisement. 

7. They, on securing qualifying high marks, being posted in different posts 
in Customs, Central Excise, Income- Tax Offices and then in MOSPI on 
merit order. 

8. Those who are posted in NSSO (FOD), initially either join in JSO post or 
come to know the field nature of job and feel not to undertake the job 
instead try next attempt to fight the same exam and try to secure other 
non-field work jobs elsewhere. By this, again vacancies remain oscillating 
for a long time which makes difficult for NSSO (FOD) in getting the 
Surveys a successful completion. 

9. It has become inevitable, in such a situation, to recruit locally, on 
contract basis, to get the survey completed. 



10. The experience shows the trend of attrition at JSO level, on a higher 
rate, for the last few years. 

11. It is derived from the trend that the official work is to be executed in 
a compressed level of exigency, year to year. 

12. Due to this, the official work hampers, mainly in, NSSO (FOD) 
13. It gives work pressure on the existing officials. 
14. One more problem added to this attrition issue is that the initial 

posting of JSOs in non-local areas where knowledge of local language or 
accent is very much essential for smooth conduct of different surveys, in 
FOD. 
 
The essential skills expected are:-  
 
(i) Convincing the public about the kind of survey undertaken, 

technically. 
(ii) Capacity to explain in local language. 
(iii) Continuation of eliciting correct information from the informant 
(iv) Logistic issues to a unknown and non- local areas of different 

sample points. 
(v) Tackling physical strain on field work. Such skills would be readily 

available if postings are done on local or Regional considerations. 
15. Immediately on joining, after seeing the arduous field nature of 

work, they either try for a transfer or decide to leave the job. 
16. This again create a complicated one for considering transfer to the 

vacant posts as many try for the same place of choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Suggestions 

 
1. The recruitment to be made Zone wise, as in the past, considering 

knowledge in local language for nature of work. Staff Selection 
Commission may be approached for making such a corrective 
measure considering the attrition rate on language basis. 

2. Though it is All India Service liability, initial posting are to be 
considered on the basis of requirement of job profile (Local 
language) 

3. The starting salary to be attractive to retain the fresher (JSOs), 
say a Grade pay of Rs. 4800/- or equivalent, in present terms. 

4.  Time bound promotions in a period of 4 to 5 years after a hectic 
field work in NSSO (FOD).These promotions are to be independent 
of ACP or MACP Schemes. 

5. Initial appointments to be in FOD only for a period of say 4 to 5 
years tapping their youth potentiality for Surveys, later they may 
be considered for other departmental postings depending upon 
vacancies. 

6. For immediate relief in NSSO (FOD), SSC may be contacted for a 
viable solution, in giving an opportunity to those working on 
contract basis ( Field Investigators ) locally, a special examination  
for appointing on regular basis as JSOs. Since, they are all 
qualified persons as per requirement and also having sufficient 
experience in field work, tackling different kind of problems in 
field and also lost as many year of age as working in NSSO (FOD), 
finding difficult to switch over to another job elsewhere. 

 
 This all should be done in the interest of work nature to get a     
quality output from the workforce.  
 
            Sir, it is hoped that our ministry, Ministry of Statistics & PI, 
as the cadre controlling authority, for SSS, should take all such 
steps as may feel necessary and show as a model employer 
addressing the problems of its employees and enable them 
concentrate on quality work. 
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